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W534a: Bird Coffin
Introduction

W534a is one of two Horus Falcon coffins currently residing at Swansea. Carved from a
single piece of wood, it is believed to be a votive offering from the Late to Greco-Roman
period, and it can now be found in the Animal Case in the House of Death at the Egypt
Centre1 (figure 1). This type of coffin is a rarity among archaeological findings,2 and with its
unusual shape, is a very intriguing object. It is one of a number of items on loan from the
Wellcome Trust.

Description

The coffin, as stated above, is carved from a single piece of wood,3 but like other examples of
its type, it is in quite poor condition. It measures 446 mm at its longest length and has a
maximum width of 139 mm, with a tail width of 104 mm, and a weight of 772 g (figure 2).
The head, which fortunately for us still shows some of the original detail, measures 104 x 84
mm. Facial features; such as the beak and eyes of the bird, and the shape of the face; are still
visible (figure 3), and at the top of the head is a small hole which likely shows where a piece
may be missing off the top (figure 4). It is reasonable to assume that there was once a crown

1

Egypt Centre MODES Catalogue entry for W534a.

2

Bailleul-LeSuer 2012:187.

3

For other examples see: W535 in the Egypt Centre, OIM E154B in Bailleul-LeSuer 2012:186-188,
A423000-0 in the Smithsonian Museum Online Catalogue, and CG 29793 and 29794 in Gaillard & Daressy
1905: Plate LX.
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in this position, as one can still be seen on coffin W535,4 also in the Egypt Centre (figure 5).
The crown is likely to have been the same double crown of Egypt, with the uraeus5 at the
front6 as is widely depicted in Egyptian iconography. Both the crown and the uraeus are a
good indication that W534a was carved to resemble a Horus Falcon as opposed to an
anonymous bird of prey.
Despite the poor condition of W534a, two holes can be seen on the underside which
are likely to be dowel holes into which the birds legs would have been inserted7 (figures 6 &
7). If the legs were to still be attached, it is probable that the coffin would be in the customary
stance typical of the Horus Falcon, as is seen throughout Egyptian history.8 Along the back of
the coffin is a cutout measuring approximately 330 x 68 mm. This is where the mummy9
would have originally been held. Inside the hollow you can clearly see the tool marks made
during the process of carving (figure 8). Unfortunately the lid is now missing.
A small amount of red colouring and a black substance, possibly paint and gesso (see
materials section for further details), is all that remains to give any indication of the original
colour of W534a. Drawing on the comparisons of similar objects10 (figure 9 & 10), however,
it is feasible to assume that the coffin would have been decorated in this colour pattern.
Regrettably, we can only imagine how W534a would have looked on completion (figure
11).11
4

Egypt Centre MODES Catalogue entry for W535.

5 A representation

of the serpent worn as a sign of power by kings and deities. Shaw & Nicholson 1995: 302.

6

The assumption of the uraeus being present is due to the holes visible on the crown of W535, where the uraeus
could have been inserted.
7

For examples see both CG 29793 and 29794 as these coffins still have the legs attached. Gaillard & Daressy
1905: Plate LX.
8

Houlihan 1986: 48.

9

The mummy, W534b, belonging coffin W534a, became separated and is no longer on display because of its
poor condition. Egypt Centre MODES Catalogue entry for W534b.
10 A substantial
11

amount of red and black colouring still remains on coffins A423000-0, and OIM E154B.

It is comfortable to assume that W534a would have looked similar to the reconstruction of OIM E154B.
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Dating

One of the things that makes the coffin shape of W534a so interesting, is that most of the
other bird mummies found,12 have only been placed inside jars or been given elaborately
designed mummy wrappings; some of these with painted plaster masks over the face.13 Other
examples were placed in stone sarcophagi or wooden box coffins.14 There are very few
examples of falcon mummies which have been awarded the rarer carved coffin that we see
here in W534a.
Fortunately for us Coffin OIM E154B in the Oriental Institute Museum, and
A423000-0 in the Smithsonian Museum; which are of similar shape to W534a; have been
dated to the Greco-Roman period.15 These are a useful comparison and could be used to date
W534a. We may assume that since they are of similar type they are, therefore, likely to be
from the same time period. Votive offerings such as these, were also the most abundant of the
various types of animal mummy used in Ancient Egypt (see section on function for further
details). These were most frequently used during the Late Period and into the Greco-Roman
Period,16 of which, this information could provide a possible date for W534a. Considering
both these factors, it is reasonable to presume that this coffin was indeed from the GrecoRoman period, and that the date recorded in the Egypt Centre catalogue is correct.

12

For example the numerous mummies discovered in the catacombs and animal cemeteries situated at North
Saqqara.
13

Teeter 2011:91

14

Davies & Smith 2005: figs. 11–22, pls. 18–19.

15

See both catalogues for further information.

16

Ikram & Dodson 1998: 135.
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Materials

Identifying the type of wood used in the construction of W534a seems a difficult task: the
identification process by sight brings up a number of possible species for consideration.
There are some scientific methods, which could be used for identifying the wood used,
however, these may be costly and would also involve damaging the coffin in order to obtain a
sample for testing.17 Fortunately, with more wood being preserved from Ancient Egypt
compared to that of other countries,18 there should be enough comparisons (of coffins in
particular) to provide a fairly reliable analysis without the use of harmful tests.
Many types of wood have been used throughout Egyptian history, some native to
Egypt, others imported: this particular piece seems to fit well with the description of the
native sycamore fig.19 It is extremely light, pale yellow in colour, and seems to be of a low
quality. These characteristics are also similar to that of the date palm and turkey oak. Turkey
oak, however, is a stronger and harder wood than W534a seems to be, and the date palm does
not appear to have been used for coffins.20 This makes sycamore fig a more likely choice for
W534a, and it has also been widely used in the production of coffins throughout Egypt.21
The two holes present on the underside of the coffin, as mentioned above, show where
the legs would likely have been inserted22 (figures 6 & 7). These could have been made of the
same sycamore as the rest of the coffin, or from a different species of wood. There is a

17

Stein & Lacovara 2010:3.

18

Davies 1995:152.

19

Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:340.

20

Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:344-348.

21

Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:340, Davies 1995:146-152.

22

CG 29793 and 29794 are both example of this coffin type with legs still intact. Gaillard & Daressy 1905:
Plate LX.
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possibility, however, that they could also have been made of metal, but with no markings or
oxidisation present to indicate the presence of a metal, its is just speculation.23
Due to the current condition of W534a, identifying its original finished form is
problematic: most of the colour and decoration that may have once adorned this object, has
all but disappeared. What little that does remain, however, causes problems in material
identification. The most predominant decoration visible is a black substance that covers much
of the coffin. This could be a black paint which the Egyptians would have produced from
soot, or from the process of burning plant material and bones.24 But whether the finished
colour was intended to be black, or whether another colour was used that has since turned
black through decay,25 is difficult to tell. There may also be a layer of gesso26 underneath the
paint, but without it being exposed cannot be successfully identified. Since, however, there
are other examples of gesso used on a bird coffin,27 it is possible to assume that it has been
used on W534a.
Another possibility is that a chalk preparation layer was used under the decoration to
improve the adhesion.28 On closer inspection of W534a there does appear to be a white
chalky substance, but again it is hard to tell, and may again be from decay. Since, however,
this process seems to have been widely used in the production of coffins,29 it should be
considered. A red colour is also slightly visible on the underside of W534a, which may also

23

Bronze, copper or gold could have been used but bronze (copper-tin alloy) is the more likely. Ogden
2000:151-160.
24

Green 2001:47.

25

Green 2001:47.

26 A layer

of fine plaster to provide an even surface onto which gilt or paint could be applied. This was also used
as an adhesive.
27

Bailleul-LeSuer 2012:186-188.

28

Stein & Lacovara 2010:7.

29

Many of the coffins tested in the article by Stein & Lacovara 2010:4-7, proved to have this preparation layer.
This layering process is also corroborated by James 1988:59.
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be a paint.30 This indication of the colours used in the decoration of W534a fits well with
other coffins of similar design, one of which is also in the Egypt Centre, W535.31 Other
examples of this rare design type are in the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural
History,32 and the Oriental Institute Museum of the University of Chicago.33

Production

As there are no sources specific to animal coffin production, and in particular to bird coffins,
it seems necessary to look into the general process of woodworking used by the Egyptians.
The start of the process in the production of W534a would have been in the felling of the tree
used to produce it. If assuming our assumption on the use of sycamore fig for this coffin is
correct, the Egyptians would have grown this native tree and felled it themselves. An
example of this can be seen in the tomb painting of Khnum-hotep III at Beni Hasan (figure
12), which displays the use of a bronze axe in cutting down the tree.34 Tomb paintings
throughout Egypt, however, show a number of different tools and techniques.35 The timber
would have been cut into manageable pieces36 and transported to a workshop to be cut down
further to the required size. The process of cutting the timber into wood so as to prevent the
development of defects such as splits in the timber,37 can also be seen in tomb paintings38
30

Green 2001:46.

31

W535 shows the remains of gilt used in its decoration.

32

Much of the red, black and gold decoration still remains on coffin A423000-0 in the Smithsonian, and is
therefore useful as a comparison.
33

Red and black paint is visible on OIM E154B, viewed in: Bailleul-LeSuer 2012:186-188.

34

Killen 1994:12.

35

For examples see: Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:353.

36 Approximately

1.70 metres. Killen 1994:12.

37

Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:354.

38

Sixth Dynasty tomb scene of Iteti at Deshasha. Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:354.
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(figure 13). Since, however, W534a is carved from a single piece of wood, just as OIM
E154B in the Oriental Institute Museum is described to be;39 it could be assumed that not all
timber was cut into planks as is depicted here, and was also cut into various sizes for the
purpose of carving. Along with bronze axes, a copper saw would likely have been used in this
process. The designs of these tools, however, changed throughout the long period of Egyptian
history.40
To create W534a, a number of carving tools may have been used. Copper chisels41
would likely have been used to produce the main shape of the coffin, along with the removal
of excess wood to create the hollow opening in which the mummified bird would sit.42 Thinblade awls use to bore holes,43 may have been used to create the holes for the dowels, in both
the head and legs of W534a. A number of other small engraving tools44 would then possibly
have been used for the smaller detailing of the coffin, such as the wings, feathers and facial
features.
Samples of paint taken from wood objects,45 have shown the use of gums mixed with
a glucose material to be common. However, since chemical analysis on W534a is not
possible, we are only able to speculate on the type of binder used on this object.46 This binder
would have been mixed with a variety of pigments47 to create the desired colour for the

39

Bailleul-LeSuer 2012:187.

40

Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:355.

41

Killen 1980:17.

42

For a more detailed description of the possible techniques used, see: Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen
2000:355-356.
43

Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:356.

44

Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen 2000:356.

45

Collection of objects from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Newman & Serpico 2000:488.

46

Plant gum, animal glue, or egg white may have been used. Newman & Serpico 2000:475-480.

47

Green 2001:43-47.
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decoration of W534a, in this case red and black as earlier stated. The painting techniques of
the Ancient Egyptians is also something that changed over time.48
As many cultures, whether modern or ancient, have considered certain types of wood
as having apotropaic properties, it could be assumed that the Egyptians also had some
reverence to particular species of wood.49 Therefore, if further research were to be embarked
on into the study of coffins, and other wood products currently being held in museums; along
with additional scientific investigation; the identification of Ancient Egyptian wood could, in
the future be made less challenging.

Use/Function

Of the four types of animal mummy which were used by the Ancient Egyptians, W534a is
most likely to have been a votive offering given to the gods. The other types were: pets found
buried beside their owners; visceral mummies found placed in tombs to enable the deceased
to sustain themselves in death; and sacred animals such as the Apis Bull.50 The use of the
votive offering created its own industry of which there seems to have been high demand
considering the number of examples to have been discovered. This required the need for
animal keepers and embalmers; priests; and numerous workers for the building of the many
catacombs and cemeteries.51
Many of the mummies to have been scanned or unwrapped in the past have been

48

For an example of the techniques used, see: Bryan 2001:63-71.

49

Gale, Gasson & Hepper 2000:368.

50

Morgan & McGovern-Huffman 2008: 584.

51

Ikram 2005: 12.
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found to be fakes.52 That is, 'ancient fakes', which contained no more than bandages, fur,
feathers, or only fragments of the complete animal wrapped up: this was especially so of
those pertaining to the Greco-Roman period.53 The appearances of these mummies could also
be deceiving, as many of the most elaborately wrapped mummies were found in pottery jars,
while decorated coffins often contained no more than bandages and resin.54 These ‘fake’
mummies would possibly have been sold to pilgrims for the use as votive offering to the
gods.55 It is unclear whether it was accepted by the Egyptians that a part of the animal in
question was a suitable substitute for the whole, and therefore, being a symbol of the
complete offering. In some periods at least it seems this was an unacceptable practice,
highlighted in texts from the Archive of Hor.56
The worship of animals is most likely to date from as early as the Predynastic period.
The animals became objects linked to religious devotion which would have varied between
the numerous regions within Egypt. The result was the formation of the many different local
deities that have been worshipped throughout the country.57 It is important here to point out
that the Egyptians did not worship animals but the deities they represented.58 The gods were
celebrated through their animal manifestations.

52

On viewing the mummified remains of W534a (W534b), it does seem that the coffin did hold a genuine
mummy. Unfortunately, the head is missing.
53

Griffin 2008: 7.

54

Spencer 1982: 206.

55

Ikram 2005: 14.

56

Embalming priests had been tried and punished for placing empty jars in catacombs and for using only parts
of ibises. Ikram 2005: 14.
57

Spencer 1982: 196.

58

Spencer 1982: 196.
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Deposition
It is difficult to understand the extent of the role with which material objects given to divine
entities played, but it nonetheless seems to have been both socially and economically
important.59 If W534a is a votive offering, as it is suspected to be, then once the object had
been placed within the chosen deposit site, it would have been expected to have remained
there for eternity. That said, considering the history of looting and reuse within both Ancient
Egypt and more recent times,60 it is possible that W534a may have been disturbed at some
point prior to its modern day discovery.

Rediscovery & Transformation
The rediscovery of W534a is unknown. The coffin, as afore mentioned, is on loan to the
Egypt Centre from the Wellcome Trusties: it is, however, uncertain how it came to be in the
possession of Sir Henry Wellcome. The only hint is the auction label visible on the side of the
coffin (figure 14). From this information it could be presumed that it was bought by, or for
him, from an auction house. Despite contacting the Wellcome Trust, which auction house this
was, is at present not known.
On the death of Sir Henry Wellcome both the Historical Museum and Library came
under control of the Wellcome Trust. In an effort to purge the museum for a second time with
the disposal of the Egyptology collection,61 in 1971, representatives from other museums
with Egyptological collections,62 were offered the chance to loan items for their own

59

Osborn 2004: 2.

60

Bahn 1996: 84-85, & Bahn 1996: 106-109.

61

This was in fact organised by the Petrie Museum and not the Wellcome Museum. Russell 1986: S10.

62

Birmingham, Durham, Liverpool and Swansea. Russell 1986: S10.
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museums.63 W534a was one of the numerous objects received from the Wellcome collection,
under the condition that they be displayed to the public. It was after this time that coffin was
given its ‘W’ number64 (W534a), replacing the previous number, 211151(W), assigned by the
Wellcome Museum.65 At that point in time, the Egypt Centre as it is today, was yet to be built,
and the objects were kept within an area of the Department of Classics.Then when the
University College of Swansea became the University of Wales Swansea during the 1990s,
plans were put in place to build the Egypt Centre. This new museum, which opened its doors
in 1998, has since been the home for the collection, allowing the public a better view of the
objects.66
Tracing the history of W534a, before it came to be in the Wellcome collection is
difficult. It seems unlikely that this coffin would have come from the Saqqara Falcon
Complex and Catacombs.67 Of 80 coffins found,68 only one is of any resemblance to W534a.
This coffin though, is not in the shape of a falcon but rather in the shape of a mummified
bird.69 It may, however, be possible to ascertain the original find spot of W534a from the
comparisons of other, more closely related objects. By comparing these, as was done in the
dating section above, it is possible to assume that W534a was found at Akhmim. Four such
examples of this type of coffin are know to have been discovered at this location.70 This
conclusion, however, can only be guessed at.
63

Russell 1986: S10.

64

The ‘W’ was given to all objects obtained from the Wellcome collection.

65

Egypt Centre MODES Catalogue entry for W534a.

66

Gill 2005: 48-49.

67

The Falcon Complex and Catacombs were discovered in 1969, and cleared by the excavations of the Egypt
Exploration Society between 1969 and 1971. Davies & Smith 2005: vii.
68

80 falcon coffins are discussed in the catalogue entries of Davies & Smith 2005: pp. 73-132.

69Another

73-132.

unusual feature of this particular coffin is the presence of human ears. Davies & Smith 2005: pp.

70 A423000-0;

CG 29793 and 29794, and MNK XI-486. Bailleul-LeSuer 2012:188.
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Any transformations that have taken place on W534a would be difficult to recognise
considering its current condition. As some parts are missing, any alterations or repairs that
may have been done cannot now be seen: certainly it does not look as if any conservation
efforts have been made at all on the coffin. The only new detail visible is a small white
rectangular label measuring 63 x 13 mm (figure 14), with the word “Lot” followed by the
numbers “818”. Presumably this was a label applied by an auction house upon the sale of the
object. A second number, “14623”,in red can also be seen. This may be a previous collection
number, but any information regarding this is unknown.

Ethical Implications & Display
As previously stated, W534a came to the Egypt Centre in 1971 and is currently on display in
the animal case in the House of Death. Since it is extremely likely to have been a votive
offering, there are some ethical implications as to whether or not it should be displayed in a
museum. The ethical focus with bodies and coffins is usually on human remains, and the way
in which they have been dehumanised by the museum they are displayed in, or by the way
they are perceived by visitors. W534a has held animal remains ( W534b), however, some
may argue that all life is sacred whether it be human or not, and should therefore be treated
with the same respect. Another factor for consideration here is that this object, even without
the mummy inside it, was never meant to be on show, and was expected by the Egyptians
who interred it, to remain concealed for eternity as an offering for the gods. Is it then a
violation of the past for this object to be stripped of its intended purpose, and to become an
item for display?
The other side to this debate argues that objects such as these, and the
information they provide, should not be restricted to scholars in the field of Egyptology: that
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they be accessible to anyone with an interest in history, and a willingness to learn.71 Objects
such as W534a, have captured the imagination of the public; both adults and children alike;
for years, and the continued support can only hope to further the study of Egyptology.
Unfortunately, since the last handling session for W534a, it has been decided
that the object will no longer be available to handle.72 Its condition has deteriorated, with
some wood pieces flaking off. This is a great shame for those with an interest in this type of
artifact, however, this rule must be applied if the coffin is to be preserved for future
generations.

Possible Future Investigation
If cost were no object, there are a number of possibilities with regard to the future
investigation of W534a. The coffin it self could be tested to accurately determine the
materials used to construct it. This may including the type of wood, and any other materials
such as paint or binding.73 These processes, however, are destructive, and considering the
poor condition of the coffin are unlikely to be attempted. The mummy could also be looked
at; with the help of 3D scanning; to fully confirm if it is in fact a real mummy, and also, to
maybe identify that species of bird. Concerning the history of the object, it may be possible;
on further discussions with the Wellcome Trust; to ascertain a clearer trail of information on
where the coffin did in fact come from.

71

For further information on the ethics of displaying remains see: Brooks, & Rumsey 2007: 261-290, &
Kilminster 2003: 57-69.
72
73

Egypt Centre MODES Catalogue entry for W534a.

X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF), x-ray powder diffraction, or polarised light microscopy might be
possible for testing pigment. Lee & Quirke 2000: 106-107. For analysis of binders see: Newman & Serpico
2000: 481-484. For wood analysis see: Gale, Gasson & Hepper 2000: 334-335.
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Figure 1 - W534a Bird Coffin. Egypt Centre 2014.

Figure 2 - Drawing of W534a. By author.

Figure 3 - Close-up of W534a. Photo by author.
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Figure 4 - Photo showing dowel hole on the top
of the head of coffin W534a. Photo by author.

Figure 5 - Photo showing crown of W535.
Photo by author.

Figure 6 - Photo showing leg holes on W534a.
Photo by author.
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Figure 7 - Coffin CG 29794. Gaillard &
Daressy 1905: Plate LX.

Figure 8 - Photo of tool marks. Photo by author.

Figure 9 - OIM E154B. Bailleul-LeSuer 2012:186.
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Figure 10 - Coffin A423000-0.
Smithsonian Online Catalogue.

Figure 11 - Reconstruction drawing of OIM E154B. Bailleul-LeSuer 2012: 186.

Figure 12 - Illustration of
woodcutters felling a tree, from
the tomb of Khnum-hotep III.
Killen 1994: 12.
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Figure 13 - Sixth Dynasty tomb scene of Iteti at
Deshasha. Gale, Gasson, Hepper & Killen
2000:354.

Figure 14 - Photo of auction label. Photo by
author.
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